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Abstract
We quantitatively study interfacial adhesion in a two-layer membrane system consisting of Al and Si
with femtosecond time-resolved laser spectroscopy. High-frequency acoustic pulses in the sub-THz
regime are utilized to characterize the membrane system. In order to explain the distinct features of
the measured data, a spring model for the Al/Si interface is employed. We show that acoustic
dissipation in this system needs to be included for accurate modeling of the interface adhesion over a
broad frequency range. This modeling approach yields a spring constant of hAl - Si = 17 kg nm-2 s-2,
an acoustic phonon lifetime of tAl = 68 ps at 240 GHz in polycrystalline Al and a frequency
dependence of the lifetime in Si µ w-1 in thefrequency range from 50–800 GHz.
Heat dissipation in Si is central to the operation of semiconductor devices [1–3]. This becomes even
morechallengingdue to the miniaturization of all components as the contribution ofthe boundaries to
phonon scattering becomes larger [4–6]. The question of understanding and controlling thermal phonons is of
major interest [7–9]. Quantitative values forintrinsic phonon–phonon scattering processes and extrinsic
scattering processes due to defects and surface/interface roughness are still under investigation [10–12]. While
there exista wide variety of tools for the spatial mapping of temperature[13, 14], there are not many temporal
techniques for measuring nonequilibrium heat transport. One way is to look at coherent acoustic phonons at
frequencies that contributeto the spectrum of thermal phonons [15].
Picosecond laser ultrasonics [16, 17] is known to bea powerful tool for the characterization of the elastic
properties of thin ﬁlms. Sub-nanometer thick interfacial layers separating thin ﬁlms from the substrate can
inﬂuence both the decay time of the thin ﬁlm vibration [18] and propagation of the coherent acoustic pulses
[19]. Later it was demonstrated thatthe quantitative evaluation of the thickness of broad interfacial layers [20–
24] and the rigidity of thin interfacial bonds [2, 25–29] can be obtained. Here, we study interfacial adhesion as
well as damping behaviorin two-layer Al/Si-membranes. As a quantitative measure for the interface adhesion,
the spring constant of a massless spring model is determined [25].
The investigated system is a 13 nm thick Al ﬁlm on top of a 350 nm thick Si membrane (see ﬁgure 1(a)).
Details regarding the fabrication of the membrane are given in [27]. In [27], Al ﬁlms with different thicknesses
were fabricated by sputtering deposition on the membranes, which led tostrong adhesion between both layers.
Here, in contrastto this approach, the Al ﬁlm was thermally evaporated,resultingin reduced interface
adhesion. The measurements were conducted with an 800 MHz Ti:sapphire pump-probe setup, utilizing the
asynchronous optical sampling principle. Further details regarding the setup are given in[27, 30]. We
impulsively excite the Al ﬁlm with an fs-laser pump pulse (30 mW power, 790 nm wavelength) and the response
of the sample is measured via a probe pulse (5 mW power, 820 nm wavelength). We neglect generation in Si
through the deformation potential, because it appears at frequencies that are considerably lower (<50 GHz
[27]) than those ofinterest to us in the current research (of the order of fAl). A typical transient is shown in
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Figure 1. (a) A schematic of the sample: a thin Al ﬁlm on top of a Si membrane, connected by springs (thickness of layers and springs
not to scale). (b) Time-resolved reﬂectivity changes inthe membrane. (c) The extracted phonon signal without background
contributions caused by hot electrons. Details ofthe labeled signal parts are described in the text.

ﬁgure 1(b). After a strong rise inreﬂectivity at a zero time delay, the reﬂectivity drops again and small features
become visible. The sharp rise is due to the ultrafast laser heating of the electrons in the Al, which thermalize via
electron–electronand electron–phononinteractions. After subtraction of the electronic background,
acoherent phonon signal is obtained (see ﬁgure 1(c)). The ﬁrst 30 ps are dominated by a damped oscillation (I),
whereas 88 ps later an acoustic echo emerges (II), which reappears every 88 ps (III,K). Subsequent echoes show
changes in their shape and a decrease in their amplitude.
In the following, we will ﬁrst give a short qualitative explanation of the most salient features. Due to the high
reﬂectivity andshort optical penetration depth in Al (∼ 10 nm) at awavelength of 800 nm, most of the pump
light entering the Al ﬁlm is absorbed. The excited electrons and their relaxation, which provideenergy forthe Al
lattice, induce a homogeneous strain in the Al ﬁlm [27]. This strain distribution propagates in adirection
perpendicular to the surface. Weak adhesion leads to the increased frequency-dependent reﬂection of the
acoustic pulses at the Al/Si interface (equation (2)), which manifests itself as damped oscillation in the transient
(I). The launched acoustic pulse, including the reverberations at the interfaces Al/Si and Al/air, then undergoes
one round trip in the Si. At the return, it will be detected as the ﬁrst echo. A part of the pulse will be reﬂected
directly at the Si/Al interface and the rest will be reﬂected—including reverberations—onthe surface of the Al
ﬁlm. The directly reﬂected part and the part that is transmitted to the Si after the reverberations in the Al ﬁlm
combine after the round trip time 2tAl in the Al. The second echo is detected after an additional round trip in
the Si.
In ﬁgure 2(a) the Fourier transformations of the oscillating part (I), the ﬁrst echo (II), the second echo (III),
and the whole time transient are shown. The spectrum of the ﬁrst oscillation (I) shows a maximum at
fAl = 280 GHz , which canbe attributed to the fundamental acoustic resonance of the Al ﬁlm. Using
fAl = vAl 2hAl , where vAl = 6430 ms–1 is the longitudinal speed of sound in Al, one obtains hAl = 11.5 nm for
the thickness of the Al ﬁlm, which is in good agreement with the nominal value measured by a crystal oscillator
during the evaporation process.
The spectrum of the ﬁrst echo (II) spans from a few GHz to 800 GHz with a maximum at fAl and two distinct
minima at 10 and 460 GHz. The spectrum of the second echo (III) is similar to the spectrum of the ﬁrst echo, but
instead of the maximum at fAl there is a minimum. Finally, the spectrum of the whole time transient has the
same shape as the ﬁrst echo, but additionally exhibits a pronounced comb-like modulation in frequency with the
12 GHz mode spacing. This is due to the resemblance of the system to an acoustic cavity. The frequency spacing
between the peaks is given by the inverse round trip time of the total system
tRT = 2 (tAl + tSi ) = (12 GHz)-1 = 83 ps, where tAl and tSi are the respective propagation times for a single pass
of the acoustic pulse in Al and Si.
In the following, we want to point out the differences between a similar system with perfect adhesion and our
data presented here. In ﬁgure 3(a), the time domain data of the ﬁrst 120 ps isshown for a perfectly adhered
system [27]. In stark contrast to the weakly adhered system,no eigenmode oscillations of the Al ﬁlm are visible,
which in turn causes a less complicated shape of the ﬁrst acoustic echo.
In ﬁgure 3(b), the spectra of the ﬁrst echoes including their simulations are shown. Due to the different
thicknesses of the samples,a frequency shift between the corresponding spectra is apparent. The important
qualitative difference, however, is the shape of the spectral distribution in the region between 50 and 300 GHz.
2
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Figure 2. (a) Fourier transformations atthe time intervals I, II, IIIand of the whole time transient on a logarithmic scale (see
ﬁgure 1(b)). Additionally, the simulation of the ﬁrst echo is shown. The gray marked areas depict the regions in the spectrumwhere
the spectral amplitude of the echoes is too small to give reliable data. (b) The absolute value and the phase of the extracted spectral
transformation function from dividing echo 2 by echo 1, as well as the respective simulated function.

Figure 3. (a) The ﬁrst 120 ps of the time transient of a perfectly adhered sample. (b) A comparison of the spectrum of the ﬁrst echo for
a perfectly adhered ﬁlm and the discussed weakly adhered ﬁlm. Additionally the simulations with assumed perfect adhesion are
shown.

Table 1. The parameters used for the simulation.

hAl (nm)
13.2

hSi (nm)

tAl

tSi

hAl - Si (kg nm-2 s-2 )

352

12.6 w

300 w

17

Here, the curvature of the spectral distribution of the perfectly adhered sample is opposite to the weakly adhered
one, i.e. instead of a calculated negative curvature we obtain a positive, andthusdip-likecurvature of the
spectrum. In [27] we derived the following proportionality for the spectrum of the ﬁrst pulse, assuming a
homogeneous thermoelastic stress distribution as the initial condition: (wAl w )2 · sin4 (pw 2wAl ). For reasons of
clarity we use the angular frequency ω in the calculations and the frequency f = w 2p for the numeric values
and graphs. This result was obtained by solving the equation of motion for the displacement ﬁeld of longitudinal
acoustic vibrations for the two-layer system and including the generation and detection processes.
While the spectrum of the perfectly adhered sample is well reproduced (only higher frequencies have smaller
amplitudes than what ispredicted), the result for the spectrum calculated with fAl leads to the wrong positions of
the maxima and minima. Using the thickness given in table 1,the agreement is much better, but the dip-like
curvature at the position of the maximum still persists.
These differences can be attributed to a weaker interface adhesion between the two layers, which we account
for in the modeling by a massless spring. The introduced spring leads to an increased reﬂectivity between the Al
and Si layers with a pronounced frequency dependence. While the reﬂectivity is close to the case of perfect
adhesion at low frequencies, there is an elevenfold increase at 300 GHz. This behavior reproduces the changes in
the spectral shape in the case of weak adhesion compared to the case of perfect adhesion. (For more details
regarding the calculation of the spectrum see the supplementary section.)
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The best theoretical result, taking into account all the aforementioned points, is presented in ﬁgure 2(a) as
asolid green curve. We used the values given in table 1. We havealready achieved good agreement between the
model and the spectrum of the ﬁrst acoustic pulse. It is important to note, however, that this approach relies on
several assumptions regarding the excitation and detection mechanisms (details can be found in the
supplementary section). This point hinders anyfurther improvement in the modeling process. Thus, in the
followingwe will presenta different modeling approach to quantify the interface adhesion which requires less
a priori knowledge. This novel approach is based on ananalysis of the spectral transformation function.
In ﬁgure 2(b), the ratio of the spectra of the second and the ﬁrst echo is shown as asolid black line. It only
hasvalues between one and zero. An overall decrease with an increasing frequency and a pronounced dip
around fAl are visible. The gray marked areas depict the regions in the spectrum, where the spectral amplitude of
the echoes is too small to give reliable data. This leads to the artifact around 460 GHz.
This ratio, independent of the detection method/technique of the acoustic pulses, describes the
transformation of the pulse spectrum caused by theround-trip of the pulses in atwo-layer membrane. We call it
thespectral transformation function (STF) for a round-trip of the acoustic pulse. The derivation is given in the
supplementary section. It includes contributions of the whole sample, i.e. the reﬂections of the Al/air and Si/air
interfaces as well as the occurring reverberations. We want to emphasize that the changes between the acoustic
pulses arenot justgiven by the frequency-dependent interface reﬂection, and should thus not be confused with
the interface reﬂection coefﬁcient given in equation (2) below. Our presented experiments, conducted in a
unique two-layer membrane, donot allowfor the disentangling of intrinsic and extrinsic contributions to the
attenuation of the coherent phonons. For this purpose,experiments inmembranes with several different
thicknesses ofcomposing layers are necessary. This fact leavesthe inﬂuences of the massless springas a
parameter of the Al/Si interface, the effective damping in the Al and the effective damping in the Si. For the
theoretical spectral transformation function this yields
⎛
⎜
STF = exp (2ik Si hSi ) · ⎜1 ⎜
1+
⎝

2
iwZ Si
h

-

Z Si 1 + exp (2ikAl hAl )
ZAl 1 - exp (2ikAl hAl )

⎞
⎟
⎟⎟ = T · R
⎠

(1)

where kAl, kSi are the complex acoustic wavevectors, whoseimaginary parts accountfor both intrinsic and
extrinsic losses, hAl , hSi arethe thicknesses, ZAl, ZSi are the complex acoustic impedances of Al and Si,
respectively, and η is the real-valued spring constant per unit area. The imaginary part of the wave vector is equal
to the effective acoustic attenuation α and is related to the lifetime via t = 1 (va), where v is the longitudinal
sound velocity. The right-hand side of the equation consists of two parts: T corresponds to the coefﬁcient of
transmission through Si, which is only governedby intrinsic damping as we disregard scattering at the Si/
airinterface, and R describes the reﬂection of the acoustic pulse at the Si/Al interface for a pulse coming from
the Si side.
We tested several models for phonon damping in the layers, namely constant damping, 1 w and 1/ w 2 decay.
The best ﬁt is obtained by the assumption of1 w decay in both the Al and Si layers. The absolute value and the
phase of the STF of equation 1 are plotted as solid and dotted green lines in ﬁgure 2(b). The parameters used are
given in table 1. Both the absolute value and phase match well with the measured data up to around 700 GHz.
We want to note that only the frequency region, which is not colored in gray, is of relevance for the ﬁtting.
In the following we will not only discuss the inﬂuence of the different attenuation processes, but also of the
spring constant on the STF. We see from equation (1) that the effects from the attenuation in Si and Al can be
separated. Thus T only depends on tSi while R only depends on tAl (the damping is included in the wavevectors
and in the impedances of each layer). We ﬁnd that the effect of the imaginary part of the impedance of Si in R is
negligible compared to the contributions of the effective attenuation in Al and the spring constant. In
ﬁgures 4(a)–(b) the spectral transformation functions of Si and Al are plotted for a variety of parameters. The
attenuation parameters for the 1 w decay were changed by ±30%. In ﬁgure 4(a) we plot the behavior of
Tdependingonthe attenuation in the Si. Strongly monotonous behaviorwhich isdirectly proportional to the
damping behavioris seen. The slightly smaller and larger values lead to different slopescompared to the one
using the simulation values (black curve), while the 1 w 2 decay and the constant decay have very different slopes.
In ﬁgure 4(b) we plot R with the spring constant value η given in table 1. Contrary to the behavior of T,only a
weak frequency dependence of R is apparent. Distinct minima at 100 GHz, 280 GHz and 510 GHz arise in the
spectral transformation function. The changes causedby the 1 w decay with a ±30% variation make the
dipssmootheror sharpenthemcompared to the slope given by the simulation values (black curve). Also, the
smaller minimum at 100 GHz becomesmore pronounced. For the 1 w 2 decay, the minimum at 100 GHz
vanishes while forconstant attenuation the dips at higher frequencies becomemore pronounced. The
frequency spacing between the individual dips is determined by the relation vAl 2hAl .
In ﬁgure 4(c), the variation of the STF with the spring constant is shown, while tSi,Al have the values given in
table 1. Here, variations by ±30% lead to a frequency shift inthe dips. Stronger adhesion leads to a blue shift and
4
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Figure 4. (a) The simulated spectral transformation function for the Si layer;three different lifetime behaviors are used
(1 w , 1 w 2, const ). (b) The simulated spectral transformation function for the Al layer;three different lifetime behaviors are used
(1 w , 1 w 2, const ). (c) The total simulated spectral transformation function for different spring constants.

weaker adhesion leads to a red shift. For the extreme case of perfect adhesion (h = ¥) the dips are smoothed
because only the impedance mismatch leads to a reﬂection at the interface and therefore the resonance is
smaller. For no adhesion (h = 0) no acoustic pulse would be transmitted into the Si, and thus only a ring down
of the Al ﬁlm oscillation would be observed in the experiment. This would correspond to no incoming wave in
our system and therefore to R = ¥. The black line corresponds to the values in table 1.
From the results we can see that the overall decay is mainly given by the damping in the Si, while the spacing
of the dips is given by the eigenmodes of the Al ﬁlm, andthe amplitudes of the minima by the attenuation;the
frequency shift andweaker change of the amplitudes of the minima (compared to the attenuation of the Al) is
determined by the spring constant.
Recent results in sputtered Al foracoustic attenuation are aAl = 8900 cm−1 at 30 GHz and aAl = 20500
−1
cm at 50 GHz [31]. This corresponds well to our values, where we ﬁnd aAl = 23000 cm−1 at 240 GHz.
Additionally the Si attenuation values correspond well to the literature values of the Si membranes, where the
behavior of tSi = 300/w is an upper boundary for the data of Cuffe et al [11]. As the proposed damping
mechanism in [11] is governed by surface roughness, and we exchange one surface with the Al layer, it seems
reasonable to obtain a slightly weaker effective dissipation in the Si in our experiments.
Our value for the spring constant of h = 17 kg nm-2 s-2 is similar to the value found for a gold ﬁlm on the
Si substrate of hAu - Si = 13 kg nm-2 s-2 [25] and the value of Al on Si by Antonelli et al of hAl - Si = 6
kg nm-2 s-2 [2]. But in those measurements, the extraction of the spring constant was done differently and no
dissipationwas included in the metals. The oscillation atthe beginning of the measurement was assumed to be
the fundamental eigenmode frequency wAl of the metal ﬁlm, neglecting higher order modes, and to be governed
by the increased reﬂectivity due to the spring:
rAl - Si =

ZAl - Z Si + iZAl Z Si wAl hring
ZAl + Z Si + iZAl Z Si wAl hring

.

(2)

Here, we neglect attenuation in the Al and just ﬁt the oscillation (I) with a damped sine and get G = 30 ps for the
decay rate. The relation between the analytical formula (equation (2)) and the measured decay is
r = exp (-GwAl ). With this approach we evaluate for the spring constant of part (I) hring = 8 kg nm-2s-2, which
is half the value we get from the simulation with equation (1). However, it is in very good agreement with the
value by Antonelli et al (h = 6 kg nm-2s-2) [2], where they also neglected the attenuation in Al. Further below
we will discuss the case of evaluating the spring constant including adhesion and attenuation from the oscillating
part atthe beginning (I).
The above considerations show that our approach gives us access not only to important information on the
interfacial adhesion but also to the effective acoustic damping behavior in the respective layers. Furthermore,
this approach circumvents the usual problems in the analysis caused by the excitation and detection process,
which would require us to model the spectrum or (via the inverse Fourier transformation) the time transient.
5
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Figure 5. The calculated spring rigidity from the spectral transformation function with the parameters given in table 1. Solid lines:
evaluated from the spectral transformation function;dots: evaluated from the ringing atthe beginning of the measurement. The
dashed gray line shows the constant value used in the simulation. The gray marked areas depict the regionswhere the spectral
amplitude of the echoes is too small to give reliable data.

Thus, only the parameters given in table 1 enter the ﬁnal simulation. We think it is worth mentioning that the
adhesion is potentially mediated by a nanometric layer of SiO2. In the supplementary section,we derive a model
for the spectrum by including simpliﬁed excitation and detection processes and we see that the simulated
spectrum of the ﬁrst echo is overestimated around 100 GHz,see ﬁgure 2(a).
It is possible to invert equation (1) and extract the spring constant from the measurement. For the whole
range of frequencies, where the spectral transformation function measurement is available, we obtain:
⎡ 1 + e 2ikAl hAl
Z R+
h = iwZAl ⎢
- Al
⎣ 1 - e 2ikAl hAl
Z Si R -

-1

1⎤
⎥ .
1⎦

(3)

The calculated frequency-dependent spring constant is plotted in ﬁgure 5. We need to adjust the measured
value by the damping of the Si, as only R is important in equation (3). The spring rigidity is constant for the whole
regime of the STF, but there is a pronounced dip at a slightly smaller frequency than the undamped eigenmode
frequency of the Al ﬁlm. If we compare the frequency range of the dip with the results from ﬁgure 2(b), we see
that theabsolute value and phase between the experiment and simulation (where we assumed a frequencyindependent spring constant) have a slight deviation at exactly this frequency range between 150–300 GHz.
Thus, the deviation in the spring constant in ﬁgure 5 from thefrequency-independent behavior is caused by the
discrepancy between the measured and the modeled data. This also shows that the evaluation of the spring
behavior is a very sensitive measure of the modeling quality. We want to mentionthat this approach also enables
us to obtain values for a complex spring rigidity. In principle, it is possible to include dissipation through the
imaginary part of the spring in the modeling, but the best results (including the inverse check with equation (3))
are obtained with only a real-valued spring constant, indicating that damping through the interfacial bonds can
be neglected.
There exists an alternative approach forextractingthe spring constant directly from the measurement data,
which allows us to corroborate our calculations. In equation (3) we set R to inﬁnity (which corresponds to no
incoming wave in the system), and use the frequency fAl and the decay rate G = 30 ps taken from ﬁtting the
ringing atthe beginning of the time transient. The result for the spring constant extracted at fAl is shown in
ﬁgure 5. Good agreement between the real and imaginary part is obtained by this approach and the spring
constantevaluatedover the whole frequency range is found. The results of both approaches are strongly
dependent on the thickness and attenuation in the Al.
To examine the quality of the theory and our assumptions, besides the simulation of the ﬁrst echoshown in
ﬁgure 2(a), we simulatethe measurement data in the time domain in ﬁgure 6 with the values of table 1. We used
homogeneous excitation and homogeneous detection in the Al ﬁlm (the details are given in the supplementary
section). A good agreement between the measurement and simulation can be seen. Furthermore, the simulation
with the frequency-independent spring constant hring is shown. For the ﬁrst echo the minimum is still not
reproduced. For the second echo no resemblance to the measured data is visible anymore. This conﬁrms the
reasoning for our detailed approach.
To conclude, we showed that we are able to quantitatively determine the interfacial adhesion in a layered
membrane system consisting of Al and Si. The existence of high-frequency acoustic pulses in the system allows
us to extract information about the interfacial adhesion (h = 17 kg nm-2 s-2 ) and the acoustic damping
behavior in the respective layers over a wide frequency range from afew GHz to 700 GHz. Our approach does
not require knowledge about the excitation ordetection processes in the sample and thus eliminates a potential
error source. A simple spring model is sufﬁcient formodeling distinct characteristics of the measured data. Our
ﬁndings regarding the interfacial adhesion are in good agreement with the literature results from Antonelli et al
6
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Figure 6. Atime domain simulation of the measurable data compared to the measured data. The parameters used are given in table 1.
Additionally the simulation with the spring constant hring evaluated from the ringing due to the reﬂection at the interface only is
shown.

[2], when wealso neglectthe attenuation in Al. The damping we obtain for polycrystalline Al is in good
agreement with the results from Bryner et al [31], and the values for the damping in Si are in good agreement
with the ﬁndings of Cuffe et al [11]. Our results show that thisusual approach, whichneglectsacoustic
damping, can cause considerable deviations inthe interfacial adhesion, and should thus be included in the
modeling when quantitative measurements are aimed for.
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